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We analyze if the shock of forced displacement, which has severe material and
psychological consequences, also induces a sense of helplessness and pessimism
about the future. For this purpose, we bring together unique micro-level data on
expectations of future household mobility, psychological stress, and exposure to
violence from a sample of rural individuals in Colombia. All of the individuals in
the sample reside in violent-torn regions, and approximately half of them were
victimized and displaced in the last ten years. We explore the channels through
which displacement affects hope and expectations, and find that the severity of the
victimization explains a considerable portion of the pessimistic expectations about
the individual’s ability to move out of poverty. These results suggest that shocks
can shatter hopes and aspirations through a psychological channel and hinder the
ability to undertake actions to change future wellbeing, and could thus lead to
pervasive economic behavior.
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I.

Introduction

“That is why I am here [at the Unit of Assistance and Orientation for the IDP], since they told
me they could help us. I had to come alone because my husband is sick and my son is scared of
going out to the street. I too have fear, but I have to do it. You know, doctor, it’s been a few
nights since I do not sleep, I have dreams where I see the heads of my neighbors. I see that they
cry, that they supplicate, ask for mercy. I wake up crying. I start thinking about the farm, about
my plants in the garden, about my chickens and cattle, and about our dogs that wanted to come
with us, but we had to scare them away with rocks so that they would not follow us. I had never
felt this way. I had never seen my husband so quiet; I had never seen him cry in silence. […] I
do not know what’s going to happen with us, only that we have God and that our life will not be
1
the same since we are now displaced”.

Understanding the behavior of the poor and its relation to the persistence of poverty has been
at the core of development economics for several decades. Numerous scholars have identified a
“behavioral paradox”, namely that the poor are sometimes unwilling to undertake profitable
economic opportunities and often make seemingly irrational decisions that hinder their ability to
move out of poverty (Duflo, Kremer, & Robinson, 2008; Goldstein & Udry, 2008; Duflo et al.,
2010; Jensen, 2010). Regrettably, outside of the discipline and among some policy circles,
simple and paternalistic explanations state that individuals are poor because they do not follow
utility maximization principles and standard economic reasoning, do not respond to economic
incentives, or even follow to cultural norms or lifestyles that sustain poverty.2 However, going
beyond such preconceived notions and understanding the motives behind such “behavioral
paradox” is essential for the design of development interventions that promote movements out of
poverty.
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Doctors Without Borders (2010): Testimony of a displaced women in Florencia, Caquetá, who was displaced from her hometown after an
armed group arrived to her village and she heard how they killed and carved up some of her neighbors and then made her bury them [Own
translation].
2

For example, data from the World Values survey indicates that more than half of American adults believe that the poor are lazy and lack
willpower (Alesina, 2010). The beliefs, are not far off from those of 2012 American presidential candidate Mitt Romney who stated that 47
percent of the American population is dependent upon the government and does not take care of their lives.
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Development economics has addressed the relation between economic behavior and poverty,
and shown that decisions are context dependent and can be explained by differences in the
physical, social, and economic environments. Since the circumstances and environments in
which the poor make their decisions are radically different than those of the rich, it is only
natural that their choices and behavior will also be different. The economic choices of the poor
can therefore be aligned with standard economic reasoning and incentives and, at the same time,
self-sustain poverty (de Janvry, Fafchamps, & Sadoulet, 1991; Boucher, Carter, & Guirkinger,
2008; Carter & Lybbert, 2012; di Falco & Bulte, 2011
In a different spirit, behavioral economics has shown that decisions are also driven by internal
constraints or behavioral parameters such as risk aversion, impatience, and a lack of self-control.
These dimensions of behavior, however, are not stable or exogenous constructs as it was
previously thought, but are also context dependant and influenced by the level of endowments,
framing effects, situational details, and psychological stress among others. Moreover, recent
research has revealed that shocks and the conditions of poverty might bring about negative
behavioral biases (Doss, McPeak, & Barrett, 2008; Hauschofer, de Laat, & Chemin, 2012;
Spears, 2010; Banerjee & Duflo, 2011).
Recent research has also built upon concepts from other disciplines and argued that at a
fundamental level, economic behavior is a result of what individuals believe is possible to
achieve and what they aim to achieve (Ray, 2004). If individuals feel overly pessimistic about
their ability to make progress over the course of their lives, they will have limited aspirations and
therefore little incentives to invest or to work towards improving their own conditions, to gather
information about possible pathways to improve conditions, and even to modify their beliefs and
perceptions. Pessimism and a failure to aspire can thus limit the ability of individuals to bring out
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positive changes in their lives and can generate a self-sustaining behavioral poverty trap. Again,
this is not to be taken as a paternalistic statement by which the poor are thought to be poor
because they believe they cannot move out of poverty or they do not aspire to do so. Instead, it is
an attempt to understand the origins of economic motivations and a hypothesis on how the
circumstances surrounding poverty can induce a sense of pessimism and a lack of aspirations that
are detrimental to wellbeing (Duflo, 2013; Genicot & Ray, 2010; Ray, 2004; Bernard, 2011).
The literature identifies two channels based on cognitive and non-cognitive processes.
First, the cognitive mechanism states individual perceptions of what is possible to achieve are
conditioned by the set of available information; this is, expectations are formed by a learning
process from our own experiences and by the experiences of those around us. For the poor, the
aspirations window (Genicot & Ray, 2010; Ray, 2004), can be affected by extremely polarized
societies with almost no social mobility, few successful stories from family members and
neighbors, lack of information of pathways to move out poverty, or knowledge that moving up
may be possible but requires an amount of effort, resources, or prolonged commitment that the
individual cannot guarantee. As a result, the poor learn or perceive that it is either impossible or
very unlikely to move up, and these pessimistic expectations can shatter their aspirations
meaning that individuals become hopeless and exhibit patterns of behavior that self-sustain
poverty.
Non-cognitive (emotional) processes, on the other hand, can also affect expectations and
aspirations. Research in psychology and behavioral economics has shown that depression and
psychological stress drain cognitive resources, make individuals less effective at focusing on the
long run (or less willing to do so), and restrict their sense of control over their own destiny
(Spears, 2010). Non-cognitive processes could therefore also lead to a loss of agency, generate
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overly pessimistic expectations, and bring about helplessness and limited aspirations. Although
the incidence of psychological stress varies across individuals and can be partially tracked to
genetics and inherent psychological traits, recent research has shown that the circumstances of
poverty can induce high levels of psychological stress (Hauschofer et al., 2012), and by doing so
hinder the ability of the poor to focus on the long run.
There is in fact research in psychology that addresses the relation between a lack of hope and
external negative shocks. Seligman proposed the theory of Learned Helplessness in which
previous negative experiences condition individuals to behave helplessly, believing that they
cannot control their lives and failing to respond to stimuli and to undertake actions that can
change their future conditions and experiences (Seligman, 1967; Maier & Seligman, 1976).
Negative events and shocks, especially those outside of the control of the individual, bring about
psychological disorders and learned helplessness and could also set forth worrisome patterns of
behavior (Seligman, 1967; Sympson, 2000). For example, the literature has identified that
Learned Helplessness can affect the incidence of mental trauma among victims of violence
through changes in their perceptions and beliefs (Burns and Seligman 1991; Duffy and Malloy
1994; Foa et al. 1992; Miller and Seligman 1975; Telner and Singhal 1984; Bargai et al., 2007).
Similarly, mental trauma can lead to a loss of agency and hope since it restricts an individual’s
objectives to guaranteeing psychological and physical survival and the strategies that are
generated towards this purpose provide little or no reward (Sympson, 2000).
So far, most of the literature in economics that has analyzed the relation between poverty,
hope, and expectations has done so at a theoretical level or by focusing on the cognitive
mechanism (Dalton, Ghosal, & Mani, 2011; Genicot & Ray, 2010). At the empirical level, a
major challenge is how to overcome the simultaneous nature of this relation. In other words, if
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we see a poor and helpless individual, do we conclude that she is poor because she is helpless?
Or do we rather infer that she is helpless because she is poor? Available empirical research has
used randomized development programs (asset or cash transfers) to tackle this issue. In
particular, scholars have focused on development interventions that had higher impacts than
what could be explained by the size of the interventions themselves to argue that positive
impacts are driven by a change in aspirations that resulted from a program that gave beneficiaries
some sense of hope (Macours & Vakis, 2009).
In this paper we take a different and disheartening approach. We focus on the case of the
victims of forced displacement in Colombia to analyze if violence and displacement bring about
hopelessness and overly pessimistic expectations of future household mobility. Forced
displacement entails a significant material shock as victims lose their lands and productive
assets, and migrate to urban areas where their agricultural skills are of little use. As a result, the
displaced lose their ability to generate income and experience sharp drops in consumption from
which they seem unable to recover (Ibáñez & Moya, 2010a; 2010b). The direct exposure to
violence and the harsh living conditions in reception sites also bring about above-normal levels
of mental stress and psychological disorders such chronic anxiety, severe depression, and
posttraumatic stress disorder (DoctorsWithoutBorders, 2010). Forced displacement in Colombia
therefore provides an uncommon scenario to study how hope and expectations change after a
shock that has both material and psychological consequences.
To assess the impact of forced displacement, we match a sample of displaced individuals to a
sample of non-displaced individuals, and compare their levels of hopelessness and expectations
of household mobility. We further explore one of the channels that drive the shift in
expectations, namely the non-cognitive mechanism that results from the direct exposure to
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violence and the incidence of mental trauma. For this purpose, we bring together unique data on
expectations of future household mobility, which we obtained using a Ladder of Life and Likert
Scales, with the data from the household survey, questionnaire on exposure to violence, and
psychological scale.
Identifying the casual impact of violence on risk preferences in the context of the IDP is,
nevertheless, a challenging task. In particular, if violence is not random or the decision to
migrate is driven by individual characteristics and expectations, the estimates of the impact of
violence on expectations would be biased. We address the extent of endogenous selection in
three ways: First, we drew the sample of displaced and non-displaced individuals from two
regions where the recent patterns of violence are driven by the proximity to strategic corridors
and are exogenous to individual characteristics. Second, we show that before they had to
migrate, IDP looked remarkably similar to what the non-displaced currently look like, and both
resided in close-by municipalities with similar geographic, institutional, economic, and social
characteristics. We use this information to argue that the displaced and non-displaced were
exposed to similar environments before the shock of violence, and thus that the latter provide an
appropriate counterfactual of what expectations would have looked liked in the absence of direct
episodes of violence. Third, we control for a rich set of pre-violence individual and household
characteristics, including the size of land holdings and community leadership positions, which
could have led to selective targeting from armed groups. Fourth, nearly half of the displaced
migrated with all of their neighbors after illegal armed groups clashed with the boundaries of the
communities and the population was caught in the crossfire. We can thus analyze the robustness
of the results on a sample where the extent of selection into violence and into displacement is
arguably lower. Finally, we show that the results are robust to different stratifications of the data.
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II. Data
We bring together unique micro-level data from a sample of displaced and non-displaced
individuals who reside in two warn torn regions in Colombia. The sample design focused on two
regions that have had a long history of violence against the civilian population and high levels of
forced displacement in the last ten years. The group displaced individuals is composed by
individuals who resided in rural communities located in the proximity to three natural corridors,
the Nudo del Paramillo and Montes the María in the Atlantic region, and the Cañon de las
Hermosas in the Central region, and who were forced to migrate to the municipality head or to
the closest departmental capital. This group includes both a sample of individuals who migrated
with their entire community (massively displaced) and a sample of individuals who migrated by
themselves or with a few neighbors. The non-displaced group, on the other hand, is composed by
individuals who reside in rural communities of the same regions, yet in municipalities farther out
from these three corridors where violence is therefore moderate. See Moya (2013) for a detailed
description of the simple design and the field protocols.
The data we employ includes a household-level survey, a questionnaire on household
victimization that captures both the events that triggered displacement (for the displaced), as well
as the episodes of violence that the household members have been exposed too. Sample statistics
of the displacement process and the exposure to violence are displayed in Tables 1 and 2, and
reveal that the displaced migrated after being exposed to a considerable number of violent
events, more than 3 types of violence on average, and that there is a considerable variation in the
exposure to violence. We also use data from the Symptoms Chechlist 90-R, a psychological scale
that measures a general stress score and nine dimensions of stress in the three months previous to
the administration of the scale. This data will allow us to address the role of psychological stress
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on hope and expectations. Table 3 and Figure 5 present summary statistics of the incidence of
psychological stress across the population. As it can be noted, the displaced score well above the
non-displace on all psychopathologies and on the Global Severity Index, which captures an
overall index of distress. Moreover, a considerable proportion of displaced individuals have
levels of distress that place them above the critical T-63 threshold, and are thus considered to be
at risk of suffering severe psychopathologies. The data on the exposure to violence and the
incidence of psychological stress therefore points out that displacement was not a decision of
certain individuals that was perhaps conditioned by the ex-ante levels of hope and expectations,
but was rather motivated by the shock of violence which produced high levels of stress. Finally,
we use data on hope and subjective expectations of household mobility, which we will describe
in detail later on. All data was collected by Moya between November 2010 and June 2011, and a
more detailed description of the data and protocols is included in Moya (2013).

III. Identification Strategy
Identifying the causal impact of violence and forced displacement by comparing the levels of
hope and the expectations between the displaced and non-displaced samples is only appropriate
if violence and displacement are exogenous to individual and household characteristics. A priory,
there are two reasons by which these conditions would not hold. On the one hand, qualitative
evidence indicates that illegal armed groups targeted community leaders, entrepreneurs, and
small landholders more than any other segment of the rural population. The likelihood and
intensity of victimization could thus be driven with the level of wealth and the degree of business
and social entrepreneurship, which can be correlated with ex-ante expectations and aspirations. It
is possible, on the other hand, that the decision to migrate is not completely driven by violence
but also by ex-ante expectations of future community and economic conditions. For instance, it
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could be that within a conflict-torn region those who are displaced decided to migrate because
they were already pessimistic and feared the escalation of violence in their communities, or that
among those directly exposed to violence only the ones with gloomy expectations ended up
migrating. Both of these processes, which we call selective victimization and endogenous
migration decisions, would result in biased estimates of the true impact of violence and
displacement on behavior.
We follow the same identification strategy of Moya (2013), who uses the same data to
analyze the impact of violence and mental trauma on risk aversion. In particular, we argue that
the way in which the sample was designed, the data on violence and mental trauma, and the
econometric analysis minimize such concerns, and allow us to identify the causal impact of
forced displacement and violence on hope and subjective expectations. We summarize the main
arguments below.
We show that the municipalities where the displaced resided in the past, and the
municipalities were the non-displaced reside are remarkably close and similar across different
geographic, socio-economic, and institutional characteristics, but differ considerably on the
extent and intensity of violence and forced displacement (Table 4). We argue that the variation in
the intensity of violence at the municipality and community levels is not driven by unobserved
characteristics but rather by the distance to the three natural corridors mentioned above. In
particular, the analysis of the conflict dynamics suggests that as neo-paramilitary groups in the
Atlantic region, and the FARC guerrilla in the Central, attempt to control these corridors for the
illegal drug trade and the movement of troops, they have victimized rural communities for no
other reason than for residing along their path of expansion (Defensoria del Pueblo, 2007; 2008;
2009; HumanRightsWatch, 2010; Indepaz, 2011). The variation in the intensity of violence
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within each region is therefore not related to municipality or community characteristics that
could be correlated with individual expectations and aspirations.
At the individual level, we show that over a set of observable household and individual
characteristics, the displaced individuals looked similar to what the non-displaced looked like at
the time of the survey (Table 5). Since there are some differences across each group, we analyze
the determinants of selection into violence by regressing different measures of exposure to
violence on the characteristics of the displaced and non-displaced populations (Table 6, Columns
1, 2, and 3). We use a variable that indicates the likelihood of suffering at least one episode of
violence, and two measures for the severity of the exposure to violence, and find that households
with higher levels of education, those who own more lands, and who are involved in economic
activities different than agriculture, have a higher risk of being victimized and experienced more
of violence. We can then control for these characteristics during the econometric analysis, so that
under the assumption that selection into violence is based on observables, the estimated effects
will be conditionally unconfounded (Imbens, 2003).
Of course, this does not guarantee that the likelihood and the severity of the exposure to
violence is not driven by unobservable characteristics that could be correlated to ex-ante
individual expectations and aspirations. However, the analysis of the dynamics of violence in
these two regions suggests that this is not the case. Specifically, the evidence points out that
since armed groups do not have full territorial control but are instead in a process of expansion or
retreat in the two regions selected, the likelihood of selective targeting is lower than in earlier
periods or in other regions. In fact, illegal armed groups have employed strategies of terror to
achieve territorial control, including massacres and indiscriminate attacks upon civilians without
distinctions of race, gender, age, or occupation. In addition, the frequency of armed combats
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between different groups, in which the population has been victimized by cross-fire, has
increased considerably in both regions (HumanRightsWatch, 2010; Indepaz, 2011).
We also point out that it is unlikely that the decision to migrate was related to individual
expectations and that even if this is not the case, we can minimize the extent of the endogenous
displacement decisions by restricting the analysis to the subsample of massively displaced
individuals, and analyzing the direction of the bias. First, the data from the victimization
questionnaire and the psychological scale indicate that the displaced experienced a diverse and
severe exposure to violence and display above normal levels of psychological distress, and for
some approach critical levels of trauma (Tables 1, 2, and 3). Hence, the data suggests that the
displaced suffered an overwhelming exposure to a traumatic event, which induced abnormally
high levels of emotional distress, rather by an endogenous self-selection process. Second, we
drop the sample of non-displaced individuals and analyze the robustness of the results using the
variation in violence among the sample of displaced individuals. In this case, we highlight that if
those who ex-ante were more pessimistic and fearful migrated before their neighbors, the
severity of the exposure to violence would be inversely correlated to individual expectations. The
bias stemming from such endogenous migration responses would therefore bias the estimates
against the hypothesis that a higher degree of victimization induces hopelessness and pessimistic
expectations.3

IV. The Impact of Displacement of Hopelessness
We measure the extent of hopelessness in a very crude way, by asking subjects whether they
looked forward to the following year with hope or with anguish and hopelessness. Perhaps

3

Moya (2013) also analyzed the robustness of his results by restricting the analysis to the massively displaced sample and the Atlantic controls
given that during massive displacements the extent of selective violence and endogenous displacement decisions is negligible. We conducted this
robustness tests and results are available upon request.
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surprisingly, sample statistics show no significant differences in the levels of hopelessness
between the displaced and non-displaced (Table 7, Panel I). Still, it could be that by aggregating
the population between the displaced and non-displaced we miss on the possibility that the
impact on hopelessness is explained by the variation in time since the episodes of displacement,
the severity of the exposure of violence, and the incidence of mental trauma.
For this purpose, we first estimate the linear probability model (1) in which we regress a
dummy variable Hopeless that takes the value of 1 if the subject answered that she looked
forward to the following year with hopeless rather than with hope and zero otherwise, on an
indicator variable IDP for whether the individual was displaced or not, and a set of individual
and household covariates

, and a regional fixed effect v (Table 8, Column 1).

We can note, just as we had perceived from sample statistics in Table 8, that displacement has
a positive but non-significant effect on hopelessness. However, when we control for the time
since being displaced and its squared term as in model 2, the picture changes dramatically as
displacement is now associated with a positive and significant effect on hopelessness (Table 8,
Column 2).

The Average Marginal Effect indicates that being displaced increases the probability of being
hopeless by 11 percentage points, which corresponds to an increase of 20 percent over the
average level of hopelessness. This indicates that in model 1 we were implicitly averaging the
effect of displacement over individuals who had been displaced for different lengths of time. Yet,
displacement has a heterogeneous effect that depends on how recent was the episode of
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displacement. Hence, had we ignored the temporal nature of the effects, we would have made
wrong conclusions about the effect of forced displacement and possibly violence on behavior.
Of course, forced displacement brings about different circumstances that could affect the
levels of hope among the displaced population. For instance, a displaced individual can feel
hopeless because she was victimized and the resulting mental trauma and depression induces a
sense of pessimism, but also because she lost all of her assets, was forced to migrated to an urban
environment where her agricultural skills are of little or no use, she is discriminated by the urban
poor, or because the IDP in her neighborhoods do not seem to make any kind of progress. To
explore the first of these channels, we use the data from the household victimization
questionnaire to analyze if those individuals whose households were more exposed to violence
display higher levels of hopelessness. For this purpose, we estimate model 3 separately using
three measures of violence: the (standardized) sum of all violent events over the last ten years,
the (standardized) sum of the different types of violent events over same period, and
victimization score constructed through principal factor components. Since we do not have
precise information about the time in which each episode of violence took place, we use the time
of displacement, as a proxy for how recent were episodes of victimization. We believe this is
appropriate since most displaced individuals mention that it was only until they were directly
victimized that they decided to migrate. However, we cannot separate the effect of the time
elapsed since the episodes of violence from the time since the time since the settlement in the
reception sites.

Columns 1 – 3 of Table 9 report the coefficients for each of the three measures of violence
and the two time terms; we do not include the full results for space considerations but they are
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available upon request. Regardless of the way in which we measure the exposure to violence,
results indicate that individuals exposed to more episodes of violence experience higher levels of
hopelessness. For instance, a one-standard deviation increase in the number of violent events that
the members of the household were exposed increase the likelihood of being hopeless by 11
percentage points, an effect that is of the same magnitude as that of forced displacement as a
whole. Hence, we consider that the overall effect of displacement estimated in Table 8 is
explained to a large extent by the exposure to violence of the displaced population, and is
implicitly averaging out over individuals exposed to different levels of violence. This is to say
that there is a considerable variation in the impact of violence across the sample and disturbing
effects for those individuals who were more severely exposed to violence and who are at the
right tail of the victimization distribution. As before, the time terms indicate that the effect is not
permanent, although they are only significant when we use the sum of the types of events as our
measure of violence.
To analyze the robustness of these results, we stratify the data and conduct the analysis on the
sample of displaced individuals. By doing so, we ensure that we are comparing individuals who
all had to migrate to urban settings and who face similar environments and circumstances, such
that the severity of violence is not capturing other circumstances related to displacement. In
addition, we argue that within the sample of displaced the bias stemming from possible
migration displacement decisions would result in conservative estimates of the effect of violence
on hopelessness. Remarkably, the coefficients are robust and do not change in magnitude when
we restrict the estimation of model 3 only among to the displaced sample (Table 9, Columns 4 –
6). In this case, a one standard deviation in the intensity of violence increases the likelihood of
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becoming hopeless by 9 percentage points, which is only 2 percentage points below the
estimated effect over the full sample.
Finally, we analyze if the shifts on the feelings of hope or hopelessness are mediated by the
incidence of mental trauma, using the data from the SCL-90 psychological scale to estimate the
impact of different mental disorders. We estimate model 4 in which we control for the two time
terms, a vector of covariates, a regional fixed-effect, and explore if individuals who have higher
scores for the Global Severity Index, PTSD, anxiety, or depression disorders exhibit higher
levels of hopelessness.

We first include indicator variables for those individuals who are above the critical threshold
for each disorder (Table 10, Columns 1-4) and then we estimate the same model using the
continuous T-scores (Table 11, Columns 1-4), but now we include each dimension of trauma
separately. We also split the sample to use the variation in mental distress with the displaced
sample as a robustness check (Tables 10 and 11, Columns 5-8). Results indicate effects of
similar magnitude for the different psychopathologies and for the Global Severity Index and
significant across the different specifications and stratifications for PTSD and depression
disorders. In particular, those individuals who score above the critical threshold for depression
are .13 and .12 percentage points more likely to feel hopeless when we consider the full sample
and when we only consider the IDP sample, respectively.4 This effect is quite striking,
considering that more than 37 percent of the displaced population exceeds the critical threshold
for depression, and more than 26 percent for PTSD. Moreover, the estimated coefficients are
remarkably stable and robust when we do not control for the two time terms. We believe that this

4

The average marginal effects for being above the critical PTSD threshold are .19 and .13 respectively.
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indicates that while the effects of displacement and violence are on average temporal and some
individuals are resilient and recover psychologically, other individuals are unable to recover over
time and years after their displacement and victimization episodes they continue to feel hopeless
about their future.
The measure of hopelessness that we have use so far is, however, a very basic indicator of
hope, or the lack of. In fact, there are psychological scales that identify hope without asking the
subjects upfront if they are hopeful or not, most notably the Snyder Hope Scale, and that provide
more accurate information and allow better in and out of sample comparisons. Nevertheless, the
results from this subsection reveal a different behavioral dimension affected by forced
displacement, which is explained to a large extent by how recent and severe was the exposure to
violence, and at a fundamental level by the individual vulnerability to suffering mental trauma.
In the next section, we analyze if displacement, violence, and mental trauma have a similar effect
on the subjective expectations of future household socio-economic mobility using subjective
probability distributions that we elicited through the application of a Ladder of Life.

V. The Impact of Displacement on Subjective Expectations
To gather data that would allow better comparisons of subjective expectations of household
mobility between groups and within the displaced population, we combined recent methods for
the elicitation of probability distributions with a Ladder of Life, an instrument used in qualitative
research. Before describing the approach that we followed, we describe the methods for the
elicitation of probability distributions and the Ladder of Life.
A. Eliciting Subjective Distributions using the Ladder of Life
Standard methods for the elicitation of subjective probabilities in developed countries rely on
up-front questions about the probabilities of future events. For example, several surveys include
17

questions on the maximum and minimum levels of income that respondents expect to have at a
future date (Ymin, Ymax). Based on this range of income, enumerators define a specific number of
thresholds or percentiles, for example Y.25, Y.50, and Y.75, and ask the individuals what is the
percentage chance that future income will be below each threshold. The appeal of this method
lies in the fact that it allows calculating the different moments for the distribution of interest and
the comparison of individual expectations over a continuous variable of interest (See Delavande
et al., 2010) for a review of the different methods to elicit probabilities).
In developing countries, subjects might not fully grasp probability concepts and for this
reason, researchers have relied on visual aids to elicit probabilities. Specifically, enumerators
follow the same procedure, asking for the maximum and minimum amount of future income,
yields, or rainfall, and then give respondents a set of stones and ask them to allocate them to the
different thresholds. The key idea is that the number of stones in each interval represents how
likely it is that the variable of interest will fall within the particular interval. This approach thus
allows estimating the probability at each interval, construct the cumulative distribution function,
and estimate the different moments of the distribution (Attanasio, 2009; Attanasio & Kaufmann,
2009).
The Ladder of Life, on the other hand, has often been used in focus groups to measure
subjective levels of wellbeing and to explore the factors that explain social mobility within a
community. At the beginning of the focus group, facilitators use a visual aid to create a series of
steps to illustrate the different levels of wellbeing in the community, from the poorest and worse
of individuals in the community to the richest and best off individuals. Participants then describe
the characteristics of the households at each step of the ladder, often sort a sub-sample of the
members of the community along the ladder, and discuss the events or factors that allowed
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households to move from one step to the other or that made them fall to a lower step. Since this
method captures local levels of wellbeing, there is usually a different ladder for each
community.5
To identify individual perceptions of past and present wellbeing, expectations of household
mobility, and to allow the comparison between the two samples, we combined these two
methods in the following way: We specified a homogenous ladder of life, with six steps that
represented different levels of wellbeing. The characteristics of each step were specified
beforehand to allow the comparison between populations that resided in similar rural
communities in the past but that now reside in different environments. In other words, since the
non-displaced individuals reside in rural communities whereas the displaced used to live in
similar communities but were forced to migrate to urban environments, we defined general
characteristics at each step over five domains (housing, agricultural production and income,
employment and labor income, school attendance of children, and consumption). Having done
so, we expected that individuals in both samples would be able to relate to the different levels of
wellbeing, independently of the rural or urban setting, and that these steps were comparable
across the different settings. Using the Ladder of Life we then asked subjects to indicate the step
at which they were before displacement (or five years ago for the non-displaced), where they are
now, and where they expect to be in the future. The characteristics of each step were based on
qualitative data from the Moving Out of Poverty Colombian case-study that implemented a
Ladder of Life with displaced and non-displaced communities in conflict-torn regions in
Colombia (Matijasevic, Velasquez, Villada, & Ramirez, 2013). The Ladder of Life and the
characteristics of each step are depicted in Figure 1.

5

See Narayan and Petesch (2005) for a description of the Ladder of Life that was implemented in different countries as part of the World Bank
Moving Out of Poverty study.
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To guarantee that all subjects understood the activity, we conducted a brief discussion with
the entire group of participants. We relied on a visual representation of the Ladder of Life, as in
Figure 1, described the characteristics at each step, and gave three examples of upward,
downward, and stagnant mobility. For each example, we first placed one blue magnet at a
specific step to indicate the past level of wellbeing, and then placed the magnet at a higher or
lower step, or at the same step, to indicate the current level of wellbeing. To indicate the
expected level of wellbeing we emphasized that while we know with certainty where we were in
the past and where we are now, it is unlikely that we could precisely know where we would be in
the future and that it was therefore difficult to know for sure where to place a stone indicating the
future level of wellbeing. For that reason, we used a set of 12 blue magnets and allocated them
across the different steps of the ladder according to the following rules: (i) placing all of the
magnets in one step meant that they were sure that they would end up precisely in that step in the
future; (ii) placing many magnets meant that it was very possible to end up at that step; (iii)
placing a few magnets meant that it was somewhat possible to end up at that step; and (iv)
placing no magnets meant that it was not possible to be at that step. We gave three examples that
had probability distributions centered around the lower, middle, and upper steps.
After the group discussion, subjects met in private with the enumerators who used a smaller
printout of the ladder of life to describe the characteristics at each step one more time, and asked
each participant where they were in the past, where they were at that particular moment, and
where they expect to be in the following year and in the following three years. Participants
received a blue stone and placed it on the printout of the ladder to indicate the step that most
resembled their past level of wellbeing, and another one for their current level. For the
expectations of future wellbeing, participants received 12 blue stones and allocated them across
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the different steps indicating how likely they thought it was to be at each step in the following
year and in the following three years.
Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of the LOF positions for each group in the past and
present; this is, the location where individuals were in the past and where they are now.
Remarkably, the distributions of wellbeing for the massive and non-massive groups look
identical before displacement and on average they display higher levels of wellbeing than the
non-displaced group. As expected, the picture changes dramatically for current conditions.
Displacement compresses the distribution of the displaced population downwards, and in the
case of the massive displacements it pushes all but a few individuals to the lowest level of the
ladder. These dynamics are quite consistent with the evidence gathered by (Ibáñez & Moya,
2010b), who show that forced displacement brings about considerable asset losses and condenses
the asset distribution towards the lower asset-quartile. The non-displaced sample, on the other
hand, displays a relatively stagnant distribution, although the worse-off individuals did manage
to move at least one step up in the last five years.
To provide a first look at the expectations of future household mobility of both groups, we
calculate the elicited probabilities at each step of the Ladder of Life; this is, the number of stones
that each individual placed at a particular step divided by 12, the number of available stones.
Table 12 presents summary statistics by group of the elicited probabilities at each step of the
ladder one year and three years ahead, and statistics for the difference of means test. Similarly,
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the distribution of elicited probabilities. Sample statistics show some
significant differences between the displaced and non-displaced samples, which are similar to
those observed from the responses to the Likert Scales. Compared to the non-displaced, victims
of displacement perceive a higher likelihood of being at the lowest step of the ladder and a lower
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likelihood of being at the fourth step in the following year. This trend is reversed for
expectations three years ahead as the displaced consider that it is more likely to be at step four
and less likely to be at step two, suggesting that the average displaced person considers that one
year is not enough move up the ladder, but that they would expect some progress over a longer
period of time. Again, the average figures do not show significant differences between the
displaced and non-displaced. In the following section we explore the determinants of these
expectations, controlling for individual and household characteristics, for the past and current
locations in the LOF, and assessing if displacement, and the severity of violence and the
incidence of mental trauma do explain some of the variation in the elicited probabilities.
B. Econometric Analysis
We take advantage that the data collected through the Ladder of Life provides information on
the past, present locations across the different steps of the Ladder of Life, and of the subjective
probability distributions of the location one year ahead.6 We frame the analysis in terms of a
Markov transition matrix to capture what the subjective expectations would mean in the long
run, and analyze how these expectations vary according the exposure to violence. In other words,
for individuals exposed to different levels of violence we can estimate how the distribution of the
population across the ladder would look in a year, and then recover the eigenvector that portrays
the long-run distribution for individuals exposed to different levels of violence.
The underlying idea is that we have a sample of individuals who ten years ago resided in
similar rural communities and environments and faced the same set of overall material
opportunities and constraints, until some of them were exposed to violence and were forced to
migrate. The question we want to answer is then if those who suffered more severe episodes of
6

In this section we will focus on the expectations for the transitions one-year ahead. The results using the expectations three-years ahead are
available upon request.
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violence display overly pessimistic expectations and thus behave as if they face a different
economy. By doing so we aim to provide evidence on the implications of the psychological
consequences of violence, and on the influence of non-cognitive processes for the formation of
expectations.
Of course, this is a difficult task because displacement also entails the migration to an urban
environment, the loss of productive assets, and the depreciation of their human capital, among
other circumstances. The expectations of the displaced population could therefore change as a
result of a cognitive process in which individuals assess their new circumstances, identify
different reference points, internalize their lower productive capacity, and rationally update their
beliefs. As we discuss later, we employ different strategies to control for such material and
cognitive mechanisms and identify the impact of the variation in violence.
As a starting point, we display the data from Figure 2 in a transition matrix form, and then we
calculate the average probabilities of being at each step of the ladder of life in the next year
conditional on the original location; this is, the locations before displacement for the IDP, and
the location five years ago for the non-displaced. Table 13 depicts the transition matrix for the
overall sample, while Tables 14 and 15 depict the matrices for the displaced and non-displaced
samples. The left-hand matrix depicts the transitions from the original to the current location,
while the right-hand panel depicts the expected transitions from the original to the future
location. Since we only have a couple of subjects who started at the top level we combine the top
two steps.
For the full sample (Table 13, left-hand panel) we observe that most individuals had a starting
point at the lower three levels of the ladder, and that between one fifth and one third of the
population did not make any movements (they remain where they started). Still, there are a few
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examples of upward mobility, but mostly downward movements especially for individuals at the
3rd, 4th, and 5th steps, which of course are going to be explained by forced displacement. When
we consider the expected transitions (Table 13, right-hand panel), we observe that a considerable
portion of the individuals expect to end-up right where they started, although those at the base of
the ladder have seemingly optimistic expectations as their perceived likelihood of moving up
one, two, or three steps is higher than that of remaining in their original location.
In aggregating the displaced and non-displaced population in the same transition matrices, we
are however ignoring that the life stories for the two samples are radically different in the last ten
years. For instance, we clearly observe the impact of forced displacement (Table 14, left-hand
panel) as indicated by the significant descents of households that started out at the second step or
above, and ended up at the base of the ladder. Yet, we also observe that individuals who were
between the second and fifth steps perceive that the probability of moving back to where they
started and recovering the levels of wellbeing they enjoyed before displacement is between 37
and 25 percent. Perhaps more surprising, despite the consequences brought about by forced
displacement there seems to be some sense of optimism as individuals have high expectations of
even surpassing the levels of wellbeing they enjoyed before displacement.
For the non-displaced, Table 15 reveals a different history from past to present locations,
characterized by very few descents down the ladder, a moderate number of upward transitions,
and overall stagnation. Nonetheless, the trend in expectations does not change radically with that
of the displaced, as most of the non-displaced who started out at or above the second step
perceive that the probabilities of remaining at their original steps or moving one step upwards or
downwards are quite high, while those at the bottom of the ladder expect to make considerable
progress in the next year.
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We interpret the trends in expectations to suggest that individuals in the displaced and nondisplaced sample anchor their expectations to the same reference points despite their divergent
stories in the past ten years. For the non-displaced, as a result of the relative absence of
transitions and movements across the ladder, the reference point refers in general to the levels of
wellbeing that they have been enjoying for the last ten years as most individuals perceive a high
probability of remaining at their current step in the ladder. For the displaced, the reference point
refers to the level of wellbeing they enjoyed before displacement, as they perceive a high
likelihood of returning to the step of the ladder where they were before being displaced. This
interpretation present some puzzling evidence on the determinants of expectations since despite
suffering a considerable shock, which among others, destroyed their productive capacity, the
displaced still expect to be back where they started, and to make a good amount of progress
within a year. Notwithstanding, we can explore in an econometric analysis if the levels of
expectations vary across individuals according to the severity in their exposure to violence.
In the ideal though experiment or sample design, we would like to have a large sample of
individuals who were scattered throughout the different steps of the ladder and to measure their
productive capacity, and reference points, as well as the objective probability distributions they
face. Then, as the shock of displacement reshuffles some individuals towards the bottom of the
distribution, we would like to measure again their post-displacement productive capacity,
reference points, and probability distributions. More important, we would like to have enough
individuals experiencing the same transitions, from the same step of the ladder before
displacement to the same step of the ladder after displacement, yet to a different one than where
they were before. Furthermore, we would like to have enough individuals making such
transitions at the same time and being able to measure their expectations at the moment in which
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they arrive to the new settings. The reason for this is that individuals may make new reference
points and internalize the new probability distributions as they settle for a longer time in their
new settings, and anchor their expectations to the new urban reference points. But even more
important, this updating process would depend on the progress they have managed to make since
being displaced, which would be endogenous to the severity of violence and to the incidence of
mental trauma if the non-cognitive channel is in fact operating and affects expectations and
behavior. Unfortunately, we do not have such longitudinal data or complete measures of the exante productive capacities and probability distributions, and we do not have measures of
expectations at the moment of displacement, but rather for individuals who have been settled for
different periods of time. While we attempt to overcome the lack of longitudinal data by means
of the non-displaced sample, we should note that there is not enough common support before
displacement between the two samples and this will of course affect the precision of the
estimates. That being said, we explore the determinants of subjective expectations of household
mobility controlling for observable characteristics that capture the current material capacity of
the individuals and their households, and also for the different reference points that could anchor
the expectations of the two groups, and exploit the variation in the severity of violence. We
estimate the following equation through ordinary least squares:

5

pirstep t+1 =s = β0 + β1Xir + β2timeir + β3timeir2 + β3Violenceir + ∑ β3+s1(stepirt−1 = s) ...
s=1
5

+∑ β8+s[1(stepirt−1 = s)×Violenceir]+ υr + ε ir, (5)
s=1

€
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where pirstep t +1 =s is the elicited probability for individual i at region r of being at step s in period
t+1 (the following year). Matrix X ir includes a number of observable characteristics such as the

€ age, gender, years of education of the individual, and the inclusion in Familias en Acción, the
€ program in Colombia. These characteristics are included to capture the
conditional cash transfer

material capacities of the individuals, and we also include an indicator variable for whether the
individual is religious or not. In this matrix we also include the number of organizations in which
the individual had leadership positions before displacement, since they explain the likelihood of
being targeted by armed groups, so that the estimated effects of violence are conditionally
unconfounded (Imbens, 2003). We include a quadratic term for the time since the episodes of
displacement, which in this case captures both the gradual adjustment to a new environment and
the possible fading-out of the incidence of mental trauma. Violenceir denotes the severity of
violence, which we measure using the standardized number of types of violent events.7 In our

€ location in the ladder of life to capture
preferred specification, we control for the original
unobserved capacities and reference points. We do this by including indicator variables for the
past location in the ladder of life, and interacting them with the measure of violence. In doing so
we compare individuals who started out at the same level but who experienced different levels of
violence. Finally, we include a regional fixed-effect υ r and heteroskedastic robust errors ε ir .
Table 16 presents the full set of results from the OLS estimation of equation 1. We can

€
€
observe that the location at which individuals
started out has a predictive power
across the
different steps and the size of the coefficients reveal a similar trend to those that we identified
from Table 13, namely that individuals seem to anchor their expectations to their original
position in the ladder. In addition, we observe that individuals with higher levels of education

7

The results are robust to the other ways in which we measure violence (see Section III) and are available upon request.
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perceive a higher likelihood of moving towards the fourth and fifth steps and a lower likelihood
of ending up in the lower levels. Remarkably, being a beneficiary of the conditional cash transfer
program also induces a sense of optimisms, although we will not argue that this is capturing the
causal effect since the allocation of the program is not random. Finally, we observe that violence
does induce a sense of pessimism, as it increases the perceive likelihood of ending up at the
bottom two steps of the ladder at the expense of the upper steps.
To ease the interpretation of these results, we first estimate the marginal coefficients of
violence at each step of the ladder (this is, for each starting position) and construct two transition
matrices: one, that depicts the expected transitions for an average individual who suffered no
violence, and another one that depicts the expected transitions for an individual that experienced
of violence; this is, incorporating the average marginal effect entails the effect of suffering one
standard deviation of violence. In particular, the elements reported in each column indicate the
probability of ending up at the particular step with and without having suffered violence,
conditional on the starting point, according to the following table.

pÙstep t +1 =s (NoViolence)
βÙ0 + βÙ41(step t −1 =1)

1
1

βÙ0 + βÙ51(step

t −1 =2)

€

βÙ0 + βÙ61(step

t −1 =3)

€

βÙ0 + βÙ71(step

t −1 =4 )

€

βÙ0 + βÙ81(step

t −1 =5)

1
2

t

2
3
3
4
4
5

€

€

pÙstep t +1 =s (Violence)
βÙ0 + βÙ3Violence + βÙ41(step t −1 =1) + βÙ91(step t −1 =1)×Violence

€

βÙ0 + βÙ3Violence + βÙ51(step
€
βÙ0 + βÙ3Violence + βÙ61(step

t −1 =2)

+ βÙ101(step t −1 =2)×Violence

t −1 =3)

+ βÙ111(step t −1 =3)×Violence

€

βÙ0 + βÙ3Violence + βÙ71(step

t −1 =4 )

+ βÙ121(step t −1 =4 )×Violence

€

βÙ0 + βÙ3Violence + βÙ81(step

t −1 =5)

+ βÙ131(step t −1 =5)×Violence

€

With these transition
matrices in hand, we €
can then estimate the eigenvector of the transition
€
matrix, which will provide the long-run distribution of households across the ladder of life and
will allow us to interpret if the experience of violence does in fact bring overly pessimistic
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expectations (Table 18, Panel I). Results indicate that an individual who suffered violence (onestandard deviation in the number of types of events) is ten-percent more likely to end up at the
bottom of the ladder of life than one who did not experience any violence. While this effect
might seem small in magnitude, it does reveal that the experience of traumatic episodes of
violence brings about overly pessimistic expectations that are not driven by a rational or
cognitive mechanism, but rather by a non-cognitive process that is difficult to regulate and can
transcend in time. Moreover, when we consider that there is substantial variation in the exposure
to violence and that over 40 percent of the displaced have an exposure to violence that is
between one and five standard deviations, the magnitude and implications of such behavioral
changes become even more disturbing.
In the analysis above we are comparing individuals who started out at the same spot in the
ladder of life and suffered different levels of violence regardless of whether they were displaced
or not. Since displacement entails many circumstances that could affect expectations, most
notably the loss of the productive capacity of the household and the migration to a new
environment, the severity of violence could be capturing some of these differences. To provide a
more precise analysis, we drop the sample of non-displaced and conduct the analysis using the
variation in the severity of violence across the displaced population. By doing so, we can control
in an even stricter sense that we are comparing individuals who started up at the same location,
were exposed to the shock of displacement and to its different circumstances, and migrated to an
urban environment. If violence still brings about overly pessimistic expectations, we then have
more robust evidence on the role of non-cognitive processes on the formation of expectations.
Tables 20 and 19 display the full results of the estimation of model 5 and the one-year ahead
transition matrix for individuals with and without violence, respectively. Panel II of Table 18
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presents the long-run population distributions that results from the estimation of the eigenvectors
of the matrices in Table 16. As we can observe, the severity of violence still induces individuals
to perceive that a higher likelihood of ending up at the lower levels of the ladder; in this case, the
marginal effects from a one-standard deviation increase in the severity of violence is associated
with a 6 percent higher chance of converging towards the bottom two steps of the ladder.
We also conduct the analysis controlling for the current location instead of the past level. We
also estimate the models using current expenditure quintiles since the perceptions of the current
location are likely driven by the extent of trauma and depression. This is, just as depression
affects future expectations, it affects perceptions of current levels of wellbeing and a depressed
person might think that what she has now is worse than what it objectively is. The results for
these specifications are somewhat similar to the ones we found above, and are included in the
Appendix. Yet, we point out that the results from these last specifications should be taken with
caution, since the current conditions could be endogenous to the severity of violence and the
incidence of mental trauma.

VI. Discussion
A recent and upcoming body of research has highlighted that economic decisions and
behavior depend at a fundamental level on what individuals aspire to achieve, and that there is a
close relationship between poverty and lack of aspirations. Far from being a paternalistic
statement about an intrinsic failure to aspire to better conditions by the poor, this research has
been quite provocative and hypothesized that the circumstances of poverty can shatter individual
aspirations through three different channels.
First, aspirations are formed through a cognitive/learning process in which individuals gather
information about what is possible to achieve, this is their expectations of socio-economic
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mobility, to set their reference points and goals. This cognitive aspirations window, as Ray
(2006) calls it, is driven by the individuals’ own experience as by the experience of individuals
in their close vicinity. The experience of continuous poverty, knowledge about the existence of a
poverty trap, a lack of options to move up, or limited examples of upward mobility could thus
restrict the goals of the poor in what could be perceived as an objective process for the formation
of aspirations.
Aspirations, however, also depend on subjective assessments of what is possible to achieve
and there is an extent that psychological stress, depression, and trauma can affect what
individuals believe is possible and thus their life goals. Precisely, the second channel draws upon
different psychological concepts to suggest that the continuous experience of poverty can induce
pessimistic expectations, a sense that individuals cannot control their life trajectories, and thus
bring about a sense of hopelessness about the future. This phenomenon would be more
pronounced if individuals suffer a shock that drives them into poverty and leads individuals to
‘give up’ on their life goals and stop trying, a behavior consistent with the psychological theory
of learned helplessness (Seligman, 1975).
Finally, cognitive dissonance can explain the aspiration failure as individuals who hope to
move up perceive the gloomy prospects and the multiple obstacles of doing so, which induce a
sense of discomfort and anxiety. The psychological solution is to make cognitions and emotions
compatible, and often this is done by altering he cognition and objectives and to ‘give up’ on
trying to improve future conditions as a way to reduce present anxiety.
As more and more researchers become interested in analyzing if poverty leads to an aspiration
failure, the challenge for empirical research is how to overcome the endogenous relation between
poverty and a lack of aspirations in the classical sense. In this article we focus on the case of the
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IDP to analyze if the shock of displacement induces a sense of hopelessness and pessimistic
expectations. In particular, we explore how these two dimensions of behavior are affected by the
severity of the exposure to violence and thus provide evidence on how the second channel, a
psychological one, affects aspirations and expectations.
We first rely on a very rudimentary way of measuring hopelessness to show that individuals
exposed to more severe and more recent episodes of violence exhibit higher levels of
hopelessness, and that this effect is mediated by the incidence of severe depression and
posttraumatic stress disorders. Then we use novel data on individual expectations of future
household mobility that we collected using a ladder of life and visual aids to elicit subjective
probability distributions to show how the severity of violence affects individual perceptions
about the likelihood of moving up the ladder of life. We frame this analysis within a Markov
transition matrices framework and estimate the steady state eigenvectors to show how violence
induces overly pessimistic expectations and how these would map in the long run.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to test how aspirations and expectations change
after a traumatic shock and to explore the underlying psychological process. We are aware that
our approach is limited in several ways, specifically that the shock of displacement also entails
asset and material losses that could drive the observed effects of violence on hope and
expectations, and that we are unable to observe how the sense of hopelessness and the
pessimistic expectations map out into every day economic decisions. Nonetheless, our findings
point out that the shock of displacement and the exposure to severe episodes of violence induce
worrisome levels of psychological distress, which in turn affect what the displaced believe is
possible to achieve and their perceptions about their future. We believe this highlights the need
to design and implement novel programs of psychological assistance to victims of violence in
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order to address the mental health consequences of violence but also to encourage appropriate
economic decisions that could foster movements out of poverty.
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